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Proper names of persons are indexed under their surnames

A

A Levels 167
Abbott, C. C., Fund 771
Abbott Fund and Exhibitions 32, 785
Abrahamic Faiths and Shared Values, Sultan Qaboos Professor 739
Academic offices
appointing arrangements 682
Selection Committees 89
Academic staff 16, 22
appeals 93
disciplinary procedures 24
dismissal 22
good cause 22
incapacity 26
redundancy 22–23
Academic-related offices, appointing arrangements 680
Academical dress 28, 184
Academical year 13, 174
Accommodation Syndicate 123
Accounting
Master of 445
Professor 722
Accounts
College 51, 1071
Local Examinations Syndicate 46
University 46, 1066
University Press 53
Active Tectonics, Professor 723
Acts of Parliament
Education Reform Act 1988 57
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act 1923 54
Adams, John Couch, Astronomer 618
Adams, Sir Thomas, Professor of Arabic 700
Adams Prize 771
ADC Theatre 130
Addenbrooke's NHS Trust 143
Addresses and formal letters 188
Administrative Officers 75
Administrative Service, Unified 697
Admission 14
Admissions Committee, Undergraduate 131
Advanced Chemical Engineering, M.Phil. Degree 513
Advanced Computer Science, M.Phil. Degree 513
Advanced Study, Master of 446
Advanced Subject Teaching, M.St. Degree 556
Advocate, University, and Deputies 21, 25, 97, 199, 697
Aerodynamics, Professor 739
Aeronautical Engineering, Francis Mond Professor 705
Aeronautical Research Fund 772
Aerothermal Technology, Professor 713
Aesthetic Development, Professor 752
Affiliated Lecturers 766
Affiliated Students 168
African Studies, M.Phil. Degree 513
Age-limits
for Boards and Syndicates 9
for Boards of Electors 79
for Council 6
for Regent House 6
for University officers 74
Agricultural Economics Unit 635
Al-Kindi Professorship 753, 875
Alborada Professor of Equine and Farm Animal Science 752
Alcuin Lectureship 773
Algebraic Geometry, Professor 722
Allen, Meek, and Read Fund for Research Scholarships 773
Allen, Sidney, Prize 773
Allowances to candidates for examinations 15, 244–245
Alwaleed Bin Talal, HRH Prince Centre of Islamic Studies 659
Fund 774
Lectureship 767
Amalgamated Fund, distribution from 1065
American History
M.Phil. Degree 514
Professor 750
Professor (Paul Mellon) 712
American History and Institutions, Pitt Professor 78, 708
American Literature, M.Phil. Degree 514
Anaesthesia, Professor 718
Anaesthesia Fund 774
Analytical Biotechnology, Professor 724
Analytical Physics, Professor 727
Anatomy
Clinical Anatomist, University 642
Clinical Veterinary Anatomist, University 642
Professor 700
Prosector 765
Ancient History, Professor 702
Ancient Philosophy
Professor 753
Professor (Laurence) 706
Anglia Television Fund 774
Anglo-Saxon, Elrington and Bosworth Professor 702
Anglo-Saxon, Norse, and Celtic M.Phil. Degree 514
Tripos 264
Preliminary Examination 259
supplementary regulations 267
Animal Behaviour, Sub-department 646
Animal Embryology, Charles Darwin Professor 712
Annual Reports 119
Antiquarian Society, Cambridge 649
Ap Rees, Tom, Fund 775
Applications Committee, Review of Decisions 112
Applied Biological Anthropology, M.Phil. Degree 515
Applied Criminology, Penology, and Management, M.St. Degree 556
Applied Criminology and Police Management, M.St. Degree 556
Applied Economics, Keynes Fund 879
Applied Mathematics, Professors 709, 724, 729, 746, 754
Applied Physics, Professor 752
Applied Thermodynamics, Hopkinson and Imperial Chemical Industries Professor 708
Appointments Committees 21
Appraisal, arrangements for 147
Approved Foundations 47
Approved Societies 47, 1100
Arabic, Sir Thomas Adams’s Professor 700
Arberry Fund 775
Arcadia Conservation Fund 775
Archaeological Research, M.Phil. Degree 515
Archaeological Research, McDonald Institute 631
Archaeological Science, George Pitt-Rivers Professor 714
Archaeology
M.Phil. Degree 515
Professor (Dunyn) 701
Tripos 269
Archaeology and Anthropology, Museum 648
Curator and Director 649
Architecture
Department of, Design Teaching Fund 776
M.Phil. Degree 505
Professors 78, 710, 737
Architecture—continued

Tripos 275
supplementary regulations 277
Architecture and the Moving Image, Professor 742
Architecture and Urban Design, M.Phil. Degree 516
Architecture and Urban Studies, M.Phil. Degree 516
Archives, University 76
Armourers and Brasiers Prizes and Medal 776
Armstrong, W. D., Fund 776

Arts
Bachelor of 172, 438
Honours Degree 438
Ordinary Degree 439
Status of 172
Master of 439
Status of 172

Arts, Creativities, and Education, Professor 750
Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Pigott Fund for Graduate Studentships 931
Professor (John Harvard) 744

Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities
Centre for Research 651
Interdisciplinary Research Fund 870

Arts and Humanities, School 599
ARUK
Professor of Rheumatology 756
Professorship of Rheumatology Fund 777
Ashby Scholarship Fund 777

Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 516
by dissertation 506
Tripos 278
Preliminary Examination 259
supplementary regulations 285
Assistant Directors of Development Studies 760
Assistant Directors of Research 761
Assistant staff, employment 149
Associate Lecturers 21, 90, 761
Assyriology, M.Phil. Degree 517
Aston, F. W., Fund 777
Astronomy
Institute 617
Flower Fund 618
McClean Fund 618
Sheepshanks Benefaction Fund 618
Visiting Fellowships 617
M.Phil. Degree 506
Professors 743, 751
Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy, Pl Liam
Professor 700
Astronomy and Geometry, Lwondean Professor 42, 701
Astrophysics
M.A.S. Degree 447
Professors 704, 735, 741, 752
Astrophysics and Cosmology, Professor 720
AT&T Cambridge Laboratories Prize in Communications Engineering 771
Atmospheric Science, Professors 727, 752
Audit and Auditors 46
Audit Committee 7, 67, 1057
duties 1057
membership 67

B

B.A. Degree
Honours Degree 438
Ordinary Degree 439

B.A. Status 172
B.Th. Degree 452
Committee of Management 627
supplementary regulations 456
Babbage Fund for Policy and Practice 779
Bailey, Edward, Study of Religion Fund 780
Baird, James, Fund 780
Baker, George Peter, Prize 781
Baldwin, Stanley, Fund 781
Balfour, Arthur, Fund 43
Balfour, Arthur, Professor of Genetics 43, 705
Balfour Fund and Studentship 781
Balfour Library 645
Balfour-Browne Fund 783

Ballots
Regent House 107
Senate 109

Bankers 46, 1033
Barnes, Claire, Fund for Marine Biology 783
Barnes Fund and Exhibitions 32, 785
Bartlett Fund and Prize 783
Basic and Translational Neuroscience, M.Phil. Degree 517
Batte Fund and Scholarship 34, 784
BBV Foundation Fund 778
BBV Foundation Visiting Professor 715
Beckwith Professor of Management Studies 716
Bedlington, Mrs Claude, Fund 784
Bedford Travelling Grant 785
Beebe, Theodore Chapin, Fund 785
Behavioural Ecology, Professor 716
Behavioural Neuroscience, Professors 735, 745, 752
Behavioural Science, Professor 719
Bell, Abbott, and Barnes Funds 32, 785
Bell Fund, Martin C. Faulkes 835
Bell Fund and Exhibitions 32, 785
Bendall Sanskrit Exhibition 786
Bender Prize 787
Benefactions
acceptance 4, 695
ethical guidelines on acceptance 1034
Benefactors, Commemoration of 13, 188
Bennett, John, Fund and Lecture 788
Bennett Fund for Public Policy 787
Bennett Institute for Public Policy Fund 787
Bennett Professor of Public Policy 753
Benson English Library Fund 788
Bernard Wolfe Health Neuroscience Fund 1023
Berwin, S. J., Professor of Corporate Law 714
Berwin Leighton Paisner Prize for International Commercial Tax 788
Bethune-Baker Fund 789
Bevan Fund 789
Bhaonagar Medal and Prize 789
Bibliography, Sanders Readership 954
Bicycles and boats 196
Biften Fund 789
Bin Said, His Majesty Sultan Qaboos, Professor of Modern Arabic Studies 728
Biochemistry
Colman Library 619
Professor (Herchel Smith) 726
Professor (Sir William Dunn) 705
Reader (Sir William Dunn) 759
School 619
Biological and Biomedical Chemistry, Professor 750
Biological Anthropological Science, M.Phil. Degree 506
Biological Chemistry, Professor 723
Biological Physics, Professor 752
Biological Science
M.Phil. Degree 506
M.Res. Degree 548

Biological Sciences
KAUST Fund 875
School 600
Biolog, Quick Professor 78, 702
Biomedical Engineering, Professor 755
Biomedical Magnetic Resonance, Professor 727
Biophysics, Professor 739
Bioscience Enterprise, M.Phil. Degree 518
Biostatistics, MRC Research Professor 742
Biototechnology, M.Phil. Degree 518
Blacker, Carmen, Fund 789
Blackman, F. F., Memorial Fund 790
Bles, Dr E. J., Fund 790
INDEX

Bluegnome Molecular Genetic Pathology Fund 790
Boards 9, 69
Examinations 120
Graduate Studies 120
Scrutiny 9, 114
University and Assistants Joint Board 121
West and North West Cambridge Estates 122
Boards, Syndicates, etc. 9
appointments 69, 118
general regulations 118
membership 69, 118
Boats and bicycles 196
Bolivar, Simon, Professor of Latin-American Studies 78, 710
Boscawen Fund 791
Botanic Garden 646
Endowment Fund 791
BP Foundation Fund for Earth Sciences 778
BP Foundation McKenzie Professor of Earth Sciences 738
BP Institute Fund 779
BP Nevill Mott Prizes 779
BP Professor of Chemistry 700
BP Professor of Petroleum Science 718
Brain Repair and Neuroscience, Van Geest Foundation Fund 998
Brancusi Grants 879
Brewer, Derek, Prize 792
Brian, P. W., Fund 792
British Heart Foundation Professors Cardiovascular Medicine 736
Cardiovascular Sciences 719
British Petroleum Chemistry Fund 792
Bromwich, Jacob, Fund 792
Broodbank Fund 793
Brook, Peter, Fund 794
Brooks Fund 794
Brotheron Prize 794
Browne, E. G., Memorial Research Studentship 796
Browne Fund, Medals, and Scholarship 34, 784, 795
Browne Memorial Fund 795
Brownning, Oscar, Society Fund 796
Building History, M.St. Degree 557
Buildings Committee 1034
Buildings Maintenance Fund 1067
Buncombe, Matthew, Prize 797
Burnham, Harry, Fellowship Fund 797
Burney Fund, Prize, and Studentship 37, 797
Burton, Montague
Professor of Industrial Relations and Labour Economics 706
Studentships 798
Burton, Raymond, Fund 798
Burry, Gregg, Prize 799
Bury, J. P. T., Fund 799
Bus D. Degree 450
Business, conduct of 10, 65, 105
Business, Doctor of 450
Business Administration, Master of 448
Business Economics, Professor 748
Business Research, Centre for 639
Butler, Montague, Prize 799
Butterfield Studentship 800

C
Cam Conservators 142
Cambridge Antiquarian Society 649
Cambridge Centre for Housing and Planning 635
Cambridge Display Technology Melville Fund 800
Cambridge Endowment for Research in Finance 800
Director 641
Cambridge Quarterly Prize 801
Cambridge Theological Federation 166, 176, 253–254, 453, 595, 627, 668
Cambridge University Medical School Charitable Fund for Public Health 801
Cambridge University Medical School Discretionary Fund 801
Cambridge University Reporter 12, 65, 103
Cambridge University Students’ Union 188
Campbell, Maybud Sherwood, Fund 802
Cancer and Developmental Biology, Professor 750
Cancer and Developmental Biology, Wellcome Trust/ Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute 653
Cancer Biology, M.Res. Degree 548
Cancer Biology, Royal Society Napier Research Professor 721
Cancer Development, Professor 752
Cancer Epidemiology, Professor 743
Cancer Prevention, Professor 748
Cancer Research Professor 720
Professor (Ursula Zoellner) 717
Cancer Risk Prediction, Professor 754
Cancer Sciences, Professor 755
Cancer Therapeutics, Professor 732
Canney, Rosalie, Society Fund 796
Cardiopulmonary Medicine, Professor 732
Cardiothoracic Surgery, Professor 720
Careers Service Committee 131
staff 132
Syndicate 124
Carrington-Koe Studentship 803
Carsen Fund and Greek Testament Prizes 40, 802
Cashin, Douglas, Fund 803
Casual vacancies 13
Boards, Syndicates, and other bodies 69
Faculties 607, 609
Catalan Studies, Professor 747
Cavendish Professor of Physics 702
Cayley Lecturer 768
Cell and Cancer Biology, Professor 738
Cell and Membrane Biology, Professor 749
Cell Biology Professors 747, 753
Reader 759
Cell Physiology, Professor 723
Cell Signalling, Professor 747
Cellular Biochemistry, Professor 743
Cellular Dynamics, Professor 743
Cellular Neuroscience, Professor 729
Cellular Pathophysiology and Clinical Biochemistry, Professor 738
Cellular Pharmacology, Professor 721
Celtic, Professor 742
Celtic and Medieval Studies, Professor 749
Central Electricity Generating Board Prize for Materials Science 803
Certificates degrees, examinations, matriculation 163
diligent study 438
open to non-members of the University 592
Cesaresco, Countess Martimengo, Bequest 803
Chadwick, H. M., Fund 804
Chadwick, John, Greek and Latin Research Fund 805
Chadwick, Nora, Fund 805
Chakravarty, Avik, Memorial Fund for Physics 805
Chamber Music Fund 806
Chan, Grace and Thomas C. H., Scholarship Fund 806
Chancellor nomination and election 103
Chancellor’s Medals 807
Chancery Lane, 1, Prize in Law of Tort 808
Chaucer Reading Prize 808
Chemical and Molecular Biology, Professor 755
Chemical and Structural Biology, John Humphrey Plummer Professor 707
Chemical Engineering
Professor (Shell) 708
Professors 718, 736
Shell Fund 964
Tripos 291
supplementary regulations 293
Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology
Department 620
M.Phil. Degree 506
Syndicate 621
Chemical Engineering Science, Professor 753
Chemical Physics, Professors 710, 734, 741
Chemical Reaction Engineering, Professor 744
Chemistry
Departmental Committee 621
M.Phil. Degree 507
Professor (Alexander Todd Visiting) 78, 711
Professor (Geoffrey Moorhouse Gibson) 710
Professor (John Wilfred Linnett Visiting) 78, 715
Professors 710, 743, 748
Walters Kundert Next Generation Fellowships Fund 1005
Walters Kundert Outreach in, Fund 1006
Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Professors 743, 746
Chemistry Endowment Fund 808
Chemistry Next Generation Fund 808
Chemist 46
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Professor 756
Children’s Kidney Care Fund 809
Chinese Development, Chong Hua Professor 742
Chinese History, Science, and Civilization, Joseph Needham Professor 709
Chinese Management, Professor 717
Chinese Studies, Classical and Literary, Michael Loewe Fund 892
Chinese Studies Fund 809
Chung Ling Professor of Chinese Development 742
Chuan Lyu Fellowship and Senior Visiting Scholarship Fund 809
Chuan Lyu Lectureship 810
Churchill Professor of Mathematics for Operational Research 709
Churchill Professorship of Mathematics for Operational Research Fund 810
CISL (University of Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership) 652
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Professor 748
Civil Engineering
Professor (Sir Kiruban Lai) 709
Professors 746, 755
Civil Engineers Fund and Prizes 811
Civil Justice and Private Law, Professor 741
Civil Law, Regius Professor 700
Clarke, B. R. D., Prize 811
Clarke, David L., Lectureship 812
Class-lists, publication of 251–252
opt-out from inclusion 252
Classical Arabic Studies, Reader 760
Classical Archaeology
Museum 622
Curator 622
Director 622
Endowment Fund 622
Professor (Laurence) 706
Classical Scholarships, University 784
Classics
Classical Tripos 293
Preliminary Examinations 260
supplementary regulations 298
M.Phil. Degree 518
Professor 725
Classics, Faculty of, Appeal Fund 2000 812
Classics and Ancient History, Professor 751
Clemoes Reading Prize 812
Clerk Maxwell Memorial Fund 903
Clifford Chance C. J. Hamson Prizes 813
Clifford Chance David Gottlieb Prize 813
Clifford Chance Prize in EU Law 813
Climate Change Policy, Professor 747
Clinical Anatomist, University 642
Clinical Anatomy Fund 827
Clinical Autoimmunity, Professor 754
Clinical Biochemistry and Medicine, Professor 711
Clinical Cancer Medicine, Professor 752
Clinical Gerontology, Professor 713
Clinical Lecturers 90, 761
Clinical Medicine
Faculty 623
School 600
see also Medicine
Clinical Microbiology, Professor 734
Clinical Neuropsychology, Professor 723
Clinical Neuroscience, Professor 741
Clinical Neurosciences, Genzyme Fund 846
Clinical Nursing Research, Florence Nightingale Foundation Professor 742
Clinical Oncology, Professor 719
Clinical responsibility 624, 692
Clinical Sub-Deans 624
Clinical Veterinary Anatomist, University 642
Clubs and societies 197
‘Co-opted’ included in ‘appointed’ 119
Coastal Dynamics, Professor 752
Cobbett Fund 813
Cockerell Fund 813
Code of Practice
meetings and public gatherings 197
student unions 191
Cognitive Brain Sciences, MRC Professor 755
Cognitive Developmental Neuroscience, Professor 739
Cognitive Neurology, Professor 749
Cognitive Psychology, MRC Research Professor 739
Coke, Dorothy, Fund 814
Coles, Dennis, Fund 814
Colleges
accounts 51
(RCCA) 51, 1071
assets 48
contributions to the University 48, 51
definition and list 47
Fellowship and Fellow definition 1071
Matriculation and presentation of candidates for certain degrees
Hughes Hall 52, 1098
Lacy Cavendish College 52, 1098
St Edmund’s College 52, 1098
Wolfson College 52, 1099
membership 52
obligations in respect of Fellowships 52
order in presentation for degrees 179
payments for the use of Lecture-rooms 163
Professorial Fellowships 100
Statutes, procedure for making 60
Colleges Fund 48, 1067
Collins, William George, Endowment Fund 814
Collid Science, Professor 755
Colman Library 619
Combination Room, University 140
Combinatorial Mathematics, Professor 726
Commemoration of Benefactors 13, 188
Commissary 3
powers 11
review by 11
Rules of procedure under Statute A IX 7 61
Committees 9
Common Seal 4, 165
Commonwealth History, Smuts Professor 709, 974
Commonwealth Library Fund 815
Commonwealth Universities, Association of 142
Communications Systems, Marconi Professor 720
Company and Securities Law, Professor 727

Davies Fund and Scholarship 34, 784
Davy Fund 1067
Dawson, Sandra, Visiting Professor of Marketing, Strategy, and Innovation 722
De Fraine Fund 824
De Mourgues, Odette, Fund 824
De Rothschild, Sir Evelyn, Fund for Finance 825
Dean, Henry Roy, Prize 823
Debenham Scholars Fund 824
Deep History and Archaeology of Africa
Jennifer Ward Oppenheimer Fund 1006
Jennifer Ward Oppenheimer Professor 753, 1006
DeepMind Fund for Machine Learning 824
DeepMind Professor of Machine Learning 759
Delegation of authority 13, 69
Denny, Archibald, Prizes 825
Departments 9
Acting Heads 617
Deputy Heads 617
Heads 9, 615
Deputy High Steward 3
Desai, Harry, Fund 826
Development, Joint Committee 132
Development and Alumni Relations, University 676
Executive Director 676
Development Economics, Reader 760
Development Studies
Assistant Directors 760
M.Phil. Degree 521
Developmental Biology
M.Phil. Degree 522
Professor 733
Professor (John Humphrey Plummer) 707
Developmental Cardiovascular Physiology and Medicine, Professor 741
Developmental Endocrinology, Professor 747
Developmental Genetics, Professor 723
Developmental Mechanick, Professor 724
Developmental Neuroscience, Professor 724
Developmental Psychology, Professor 743
Developmental Psychopathology, Professor 721
Device Materials, Professor 726
Diageo Professor of Management Studies 714
Diageo Professor of Organisation Studies 755
Diplomas and Certificates open to non-members of the University 592
Disciplinary panels 28–29, 94, 97, 199
initiation of proceedings 199
stay of proceedings 96
see also Discipline Board and Discipline Committee
Discipline
bicycles and boats 196
clubs and societies 197
disruption, impedance 30
fines 196
general regulations 193
maintenance of 28
meetings and public gatherings 197
motor vehicles 196
University Courts 28, 94, 97, 199
Discipline Board 96, 199, 204
appointment of members 204
Discipline Committee 94, 97, 199
appointment of members 95, 202
as appeal panel 95
as body of first instance 95
rules of procedure 95, 204
Disclosure of examination marks 253
Discussions 65, 105, 110
response to remarks 65
Dismissal, definition 22
Disney Professor of Archaeology 701
Divinity (German Language) Fund 826
Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History 41, 78, 702
Dobson, Austin, Fund 826
Donor Health, NHSBT Professor 755
Dooley, Denis, Prize 827
Dorrell, Anthony, Prize 827
Douglas, Brian, Fund 827
Downing Professor of the Laws of England 701
Drapers Professor of French 705
Dress, academical 184
Drewitt Prize 827
Duff, Gordon, Fund and Prize 827
Dunn, Sir William
Professor of Biochemistry 705
Reader in Biochemistry 759
Dyson Professor of Fluid Mechanics 740

E
Early Modern European History, Professor 745
Early Modern French Literature and Culture, Professor 745
Early Modern History
M.Phil. Degree 523
Professor 754
Earth and Planetary Materials, Professor 754
Earth Sciences
BP Foundation Fund 778
Departmental Committee 627
M.A.St. Degree 447
M.Phil. Degree 507
Professor (BP Foundation McKenzie) 738
Professor (Royal Society Research) 744
Sedgwick Museum 628
East Midland Regional Examinations Board Fund 828
Ecclesiastical History, Dixie Professor 41, 78, 702
Ecological and Developmental Criminology, Professor 721
Ecology, Sylvia Haslam Prize 858
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Prince Philip Professor 731
Econometrics
Professor 752
Reader 759
Economic and Social History
M.Phil. Degree 523
Professor 752
Economic History, Professors 706, 725
Economic Research, M.Phil. Degree 523
Economic Theory, Professor 745
Economics
Advanced Diploma 577
El-Enan Fund for 829
Executive Director of Research 629
Faculty 629
Janeway Fund for 870
### Economics—continued

- **M.Phil. Degree**: 524
- **Marshall Library Fund**: 629
- **Professor (El-Erian)**: 751
- **Professor (Frank Ramsey)**: 709
- **Professors**: 710, 732, 745, 751
- **Readerships**: 760
- **Tripos**: 303
- **supplementary regulations**: 306

#### Economics and Game Theory, Professor
- 727

#### Economics and Organization, Professor
- 744

#### Economics and Policy, Reader
- 760

### Education

- **Doctor of 464**: 
  - by advanced study: 524
  - by dissertation: 507
- **Master of 462**: 
  - Postgraduate Certificate: 590
  - Professors: 708, 719, 725–726, 732, 740
  - Readerships: 760
  - Tripos: 316
  - New Regulations: 310
  - Old Regulations: 316
  - Preliminary Examination: 260

#### Education (Biological Sciences), Director
- 619

#### Endowment (Thomson Bequest) Fund
- 829

#### El-Erian Fund for Economics
- 829

#### El-Erian Professor of Economics
- 751

#### Electoral rolls of students
- 612

#### Electrical Engineering, Professor
- 708

#### Electron Device Physics, Hitachi Professor
- 722

#### Electronic Engineering, Professor
- 751

#### Elmore, Frank Edward, Fund
- 45, 830

#### Elrington and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon
- 702

#### Ely, Canon of
- 680, 699

#### Embryonic Pluripotency, Professor
- 754

#### Emeritus Professors and Readers
- 754

#### Empirical Macroeconomics, Professor
- 744

#### Employment

- by the University: 146
- in the University: 17
- **EMREB Fund**: 828
- **Endocrine Physiology, Professor**: 743
- **Endocrinology, Professor**: 717
- **Endowed University Lectureships**: 767
- **Energy and Materials Science, Professor**: 743
- **Energy and Sustainability, Professor**: 755
- **Energy Technologies, M.Phil. Degree**: 525

#### Engineering

- **Design Engineers**: 630
- **Director of Research**: 629
- **Superintendent of Workshops**: 629
- **Doctor of 467**: 
  - by advanced study: 524
  - by dissertation: 507
- **Master of 466**: 
  - Professor (Rank): 710
  - Professor (Regius): 741
  - Professor (van Eck): 721
- **Professors**: 702, 709, 734, 742
- **Tripos**: 321
- **supplementary regulations**: 325

#### Engineering, Maintenance Grants in, Fund
- 898

#### Engineering and the Environment, Professor
- 748

#### Engineering Design, Professors
- 722, 726

#### Engineering Endowment Fund
- 1069

#### Energy and Materials Science, Professor
- 743

#### Energy and Sustainability, Professor
- 755

#### Energy Technologies, M.Phil. Degree
- 525

#### Engineering Sustainability, Professor
- 755

### English

- **Lectureship Fund**: 767
- **Professors**: 709, 721
- **Tripos**: 326

#### Preliminary Examinations
- 261

#### English and Applied Linguistics, Professor
- 713

#### English Law, Rouse Ball Professor
- 706

#### English Literature, King Edward VII Professor
- 78, 704

#### English Private Law, Professor
- 732

#### English Studies, M.Phil.
- 526

#### Enniskillen, Sixth Earl of, Fund
- 831

#### Enterprise Studies, Margaret Thatcher Professor
- 718

#### Entrepreneurship
- **M.St. Degree**: 559
- **Postgraduate Diploma**: 595

#### Entwistle, Keith, Memorial Fund
- 831

#### Environmental and Industrial Fluid Dynamics, Professor
- 750

#### Environmental Data Science, Reader
- 760

#### Environmental Economics and Public Policy, Reader
- 750

#### Environmental Policy, M.Phil. Degree
- 526

#### Environmental Science, M.Phil. Degree
- 527

#### Environmental Systems Analysis, Professor
- 723

#### Epidemiology

- **M.Phil. Degree**: 527
- **MRC Research Professor**: 744
- **Epidemiology and Medicine, Professor**: 711

#### Equal opportunities policy
- 145

#### Equine and Farm Animal Science, Alborada Professor
- 732

#### Equine Studies, John Hickman Prize
- 863

#### Erskine Chambers Prize for Company Law
- 831

#### Esquire Bedells
- 20, 699

#### Estuarine and Coastal Studies, Fund
- 831

#### Estimation
- 1066

#### Ethical guidelines on the acceptance of benefactions
- 1034

#### European, Latin American, and Comparative Literatures and Cultures, M.Phil. Degree
- 527

#### European Law, Professor
- 716

#### European Prehistory, Professor
- 750

#### European students, Examination in Law for
- 373

#### European Union and Employment Law, Professor
- 733

#### Evans, Eric, Fund
- 834

#### Evans, Ulick Richardson, Research Fund
- 834

#### Evans Fund
- 832

#### Evans Prize Fund
- 40, 833

#### Evolution and Behaviour, Professor
- 745

#### Evolution Education Trust Darwin Correspondence Fund
- 834

#### Evolutionary Biology, Professors
- 745, 747

#### Evolutionary Genetics, Professors
- 733, 754

#### Evolutionary Palaeobiology, Professors
- 716, 748

#### Examination Review Procedure
- 213

#### Examinations

- admission of unqualified candidates: 244
- allowances to candidates: 244–245
- dates: 249
- disclosure of marks: 253
- duration of written papers: 251
- entries and lists of candidates: 246
- form and conduct: 251
- **General Board Regulations**: 15
- **Honours Examinations**: 244
- **interviews**: 252
- marking and grading conventions: 252
- **Preliminary**: 258
- publication of class-lists: 251–252
- requests for review: 208
- **Review procedure**: 213
- **rules for guidance of candidates**: 195

#### Examinations, Board of
- 120
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### Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examiners and Assessors
appointments 253
Chairs 253
External 254
general regulations 253
payments 254
Examining, duty for University officers 17, 74
Executive Director of Development and Alumni Relations 676
Experimental Astrophysics, Professor 731
Experimental Combustion, Professor 722
Experimental Criminology, Jerry Lee Fund 887
Experimental Medicine, Genzyme Professor 729
Experimental Neuroscience, Professors 718, 723, 748
Experimental Psychology, Professors 706, 744
Experimental Quantum Physics, Professor 727
External member, definition 70
External members of the Council, Nominating Committee for 113
ExxonMobil Chemical Engineering Prize 835

Faculties 8, 68
annual meetings 604
definition of ‘Faculty’ 8
Faculty Boards 8
casual vacancies 607, 609
classes of membership 607
composition 609
constitution 605
elections, class (a)(i) 607
elections, class (a)(ii) 607
elections, class (c) 607
elections, class (f) 608, 611
membership 605
membership in class (e) 610
powers and duties 606
reserved business 606
Secretaries 606
student members 608
general regulations 604
list of members 604
membership 605
Fairhaven Fund 835
Fairlie, Alison, Prize in French 835
Falcon Chambers Prize for Land Law 835
Family Research Centre 620
Professor 726
Farm, University 677
Farm Animal Health, Food Science, and Food Safety, Marks & Spencer Professor 716
Farnell, Ellen, Fund 835
Fauikex, Martin C., Bell Fund 835
Fawcett, John, Prize 836
Fearnside, E. G., Scholarship 836
Feather, Mary, Fund 837
Federated supernannuation System for Universities 143
Fees
Compostion 151
general regulations 151
home students 153
overseas student definition 163
overseas students 153
Fenn, Dr Gillian, Memorial Fund 837
Film and Screen Studies, M.Phil. Degree 528
Finance
M.Phil. Degree 528
Master of 469
Professor (Sir Evelyn de Rothschild) 731
Fund 825
Professors 742, 749
Finance and Economics, M.Phil. Degree 528
Finance Committee 67, 1033
duties 7
membership 7, 67
Financial Economics
J. M. Keynes Fellowships 880
Professor (Janeway) 749
Financial matters 46, 1033
Financial Regulations 1035
authority 1042
bribery and fraud 1039
commercial activity 1040
competition procedures 1043
contract execution and commencement 1036
corporate requirements 1040
definition, advice, and guidance 1044
Heads of Department 1035
income and expenditure 1036
investment and borrowing 1038
property 1042
purchasing 1038
staffing 1041
Nominating Committee for 113
ExxonMobil Chemical Engineering Prize 835
Fine Art, Slade Professor 78, 701
Fine, F. 4, 196
Fingland Fund 837
Fisons Prize 925
Fitness to Practise Procedures
Preclinical and Clinical Medical Students 222
Preclinical and Clinical Veterinary Students 230
Fitness to Study Procedures 240
Fitzpatrick Fund 837
Fitzwilliam Museum
admission 658
Director 20, 76, 656
Endowment Fund 837
Marlay Curator 76
staff 656
Syndicate 77, 655
Flexible Working Policy 146
Florence Nightingale Foundation Professor of Clinical Nursing Research 742
Flower Fund 618
Fluid Dynamics, Professor 726
Fluid Flow in Industry and the Environment, M.Phil. Degree 529
Fluid Mechanics
Professor (Dyson) 740
Professor (G. L. Taylor) 715
Professors 730, 752
Fluid Mechanics and the Environment, Professor 755
Fly-sheets 110
Footlights, Harry Porter, Fund 935
Forbes, Max, Fund 838
Forbes Fund 837
Ford of Britain Trust Fund 838
Ford Physiology Fund 838
Foreign Travel Fund 838
Forest Ecology and Conservation, Professor 752
Fortes Fund 838
Foster, Michael, Studentship in Physiology 839
Foster Prize Fund 839
Foundations, Approved 47
Fox, Charles, Prize 796
Fox, T. R. C., Fund 839
Frazer Lectureship in Social Anthropology 840
French
Alison Fairlie Prize 835
Professor (Drapers) 705
French, German, Italian, Advanced Russian, and Spanish, CULP Awards 598
French Government Visiting Professor 726
French Linguistics and Language Change, Professor 753
French Literature and the Visual Arts, Professor 738
French Philology and Linguistics, Professor 727
Freyre, Sir Bartle, Memorial Fund 840
Fuji Bank Lecturer 767
Funds, Faculty and Departmental 1066
Funds, Studentships, Lectureships, etc.
appointment of awarders, etc. 770
books, prize 769
eligibility 768
general regulations 768
honourable mention 768
special regulations 770
surplus income 770
Funds, University, general regulations 1065
Funds allocated to the Council 1066
Future Infrastructure and Built Environment, M.Res. Degree 548
G
Gadow, Hans, Memorial Fund 840
Garden, Isbel Fletcher, Fund and Scholarship 841
Gardiner, John Stanley, Studentships 841
Gardiner, Robert, Memorial Scholarships 842
Gas Turbine Aeroodynamics, M.Res. Degree 549
Gastroenterology, Professor 723
Gatty, Oliver, Fund 843
Gedge Prize 843
Geiger, Russell R. Professor of Crop Science 751
Professorship Endowment Fund 844
Gender Studies, Diane Middlebrook and Carl Djerassi
Visiting Professor 78, 736
Gender Studies Fund 767, 845
General Admission to Degrees 179
General Board
Annual Report 7
appointment of members 114
Chair 8, 114
membership 8, 68
powers and duties 7
statement of intention 115
student members 8, 68
General Practice
Directors and Assistant Directors of Studies 624
Professor 742
General Purpose Funds 1067
Genetic Epidemiology, Professor 724
Genetics, Arthur Balfour Professor 43, 705
Genetics and Genomics, Professor 747
Genome Biology, Professor 745
Genomic Medicine
M.Phil. Degree 529
M.St. Degree 559
Postgraduate Certificate 597
Postgraduate Diploma 597
Genomics and Bioinformatics Support Fund 845
Genzyme Fund for Clinical Neurosciences 846
Genzyme Professors
Experimental Medicine 729
Neuroimmunology 749
Geoarchaeology, Professor 743
Geographical Research, M.Phil. Degree 529
Geography
Geographical Tripos 335
Preliminary Examinations 262
M.Phil. Degree 507
Professors 706, 715
Tim Whitmore Fund 1011
Geology, Professor (Woodwardian) 701
Geometry, Professor 743
Geophysics
Huppert Prize 869
Professor 709
German
Endowment Fund 846
Schröder Professor 704
German History and Thought, Professor 745
Gerstenberg, Arnold, Fund 39
Studentship 846
INDEX 1113
Gibbons, Orlando, Fund 847
Gibson, Geoffrey Mourhouse, Professor of Chemistry 710
Gibson Spanish Scholarship 847
Gilbey Lectureship Fund 767
Gillings, Dennis, Professor of Health Management 717
Girdler Fund 848
Girdlers' Lectureship Fund 767
Gladden Memorial Prize 848
Glaxo Pharmacology Fund 848
GlaxoSmithKline Professor of Microbial Pathogenesis 714
Glennie Prizes in Child Psychiatry 849
Goldsmiths' Prize and Medal 849
Goldsmiths' Professor of Materials Science 708
Gollan Fund 849
'good cause', definition 22
Good Friday 174
Goodhart, Arthur, Visiting Professor in Legal Science 78, 711
Governess and Human Rights, David and Elaine Potter
Fund 767, 935
Gow Fund 849
Grace, definition 12
Graces 5, 65
amendments of 5, 65
initiation and submission of 5, 65
Regent House 5, 65, 105
Senate 109
Graduate Students
admission, general regulations 440
candidature for University emoluments 441
fees 443
payments to supervisors 444
progress 442
Graduate Studies, Board of 120
General Fund 120
Graduate Union 190
Graham-Smith Fund 849
Graphene Technology, M.Res. Degree 549
Gray, J. H., Fund 850
Great Common Seal 1 A, 165
Greek
Professor 723
Professor (Regius) 700
Greek and Latin Research Fund, Chadwick, John 805
Greek Culture, A. G. Leventis Professor 733
Green, D. H., Fund 850
Gregson, Mark, Fund 851
Gresham Prize in Pathology 851
Grievance procedures 27, 90
Grigoriou-Theocarakis, Catherine, Prize 851
Grimshaw-Parkinson Fund 852
Grindley, G. C., Fund 852
Grosvener Fund 852
Groenveld Professor of Real Estate Finance 718
Guinness Management Studies Fund 714
Gurdon Institute 653
Gurney Lecturer 767
H
Haematology, Professor 713
Haematology, Professor 713
Hahn, Kurt, Prizes 853
Hall, Andrew, Fund 853
Hall, John, Fund 853
Hallam Fund and Prize 854
Hamilton Prize 854
Harding Fund and Lecturer 39, 767
Hare Fund and Prize 33, 855
Harkness Scholarship 855
Harmsworth, Vere, Professor of Imperial and Naval History 42, 705
Harmsworth Fund 704
Harness Fund and Prize 44, 856
Harnett Fund 857
Harrison Fund 1067
Hartree Prize 857
Hartwell Fund for Islamic Studies 857
Harvard, John, Professor in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences 744
Harvey, William, Fund and Studentships 857
Haslam, Sylvia, Prize in Ecology 858
Hatton Philosophy of Life Sciences Fund 858
Hawking, Stephen, Endowment for Cosmological Research 859
Hawking, Stephen, Trust Fund 859
Hawking, Stephen W., Professor of Cosmology 746
Hawkins, Desmond, Award 861
Health, Medicine, and Society, M.Phil. Degree 530
Health and Safety Executive Committee 133
Health Foundation Professor of Healthcare Improvement Studies 756
Health Management, Dennis Gillings Professor 717
Health Neuroscience (Bernard Wolfe) Fund 1023
Professor 725
Health Research and Development, Professor 715
Health Services Research, RAND Professor 733
Healthcare Data, M.St. Degree 560
Healthcare Improvement Studies, Health Foundation Professor 756
Hebrew, Regius Professor 41, 700
Hebrew Fund and Prizes 40, 861
Hebrew Studies, Advanced Diploma 579
Heinemann, Margot, Prize 862
Helford, and William Aldis Wright Fund 862
Henderson, John and Margaret, Memorial Prize 862
Hendrick, T., Quiller-Couch and, Fund 941
Herbarium 642
Heritage Studies, M.Phil. Degree 530
Hibbitt Endowed Fund for Solid Mechanics 767, 863
Hickman, John, Prize in Equine Studies 863
High Energy Physics, Professors 724, 735
High Steward 3
Higher Education Certificate 597
Diploma 596
Hill, Professor Dame Elizabeth, Fund 863
Hinds, Martin, Travel Fund 863
Histopathology, Professor 715
Historic Environment, M.St. Degree 560
Historical and Cultural Geography, Professor 739
Historical Anthropology, Professors 729, 750
Historical Essays Prize Fund 938
Historical Studies, M.Phil. Degree 530
History
Historical Tripos 338
Preliminary Examinations 262
supplementary regulations 342
M.St. Degree 560
Professor (Regius) 701
Professorship Fund 864
History and Culture of the Maghrib, Professor 753
History and Modern Languages Tripos 343
History and Philosophy of Science
Board 630
Department 630
Professor (Hans Rausing) 717
Professors 723, 738
History and Philosophy of Science and Medicine, M.Phil. Degree 531
History and Public Policy, Professor 738
History of Art
Professor 749
Tripos 353
supplementary regulations 355
History of Art and Architecture, M.Phil. Degree 531
History of European International Relations, Professor 733
History of Medieval Art, Professor 729
History of Political Thought, Professor 705
History of Science, Professor 724
History of Science, Whipple Museum 631
Conservation Fund 1010
History of Science and Medicine, Professor 752
History of Southeast Asia, Professor 752
Hitachi Professor of Electron Device Physics 722
Hodgkin, Charles H. and Anna M., Memorial 864
Holgate Pollard, Winifred Georgina, Memorial Prizes 864
Honorary
Degrees 5
Professors and Readers 679
Honours Examinations 244
Hood, Ivy Rose, Memorial Bursary Fund 865
Hopkinson and Imperial Chemical Industries Professor of Applied Thermodynamics 708
Hort Memorial Fund 865
Horton-Smith, Raymond, Prize 865
Housing and Planning, Cambridge Centre for 635
Howard, Sir Albert, Travel Exhibition 866
Huddersfield Lectureship Fund 767
Hughes Fund 866
Hulsean Fund 866
Lecture Prize 867
Lectureship 33, 867
Preachership 33, 867
Prize 33, 867
Human, Social, and Political Sciences Tripos 356
Human Evolution, Leverhulme Professor 724
Human Evolutionary Biology and Prehistory, Professor 754
Human Evolutionary Studies, M.Phil. Degree 531
Human Genetics, Professors 741, 749
Human Geography, Professor 719
Human remains, transfer of stewardship 1101
Human Resources and Organizational Behaviour, Reader 760
Humanitarian Trust Fund and Studentship 868
Humanitas Visiting Professors 78, 738
Humanitas Visiting Professorships Fund 868
Humanities and Social Sciences, School 601
Humanities in Medicine, Cuthbert Prize for 822
Huppert Prize in Geophysics 869
Hypoxia Signalling and Cell Biology, Professor 744
I
Ibn Battutah Fund 869
Immunology
Professor 716
Professor (Sheila Joan Smith) 712
Immunology and Cell Biology, Professor 732
Immunology and Infectious Diseases, Professor 747
Immunology and Medicine, Professor 727
Imperial and Naval History, Vere Harmsworth Professor 42, 705
In statu pupillari 12–13, 70, 119
Incorporation 14, 173
Indian Business and Enterprise, Jawaharlal Nehru Professor 730
Industrial Information Engineering, Professor 739
Industrial Management Endowment Fund 870
Industrial Relations and Labour Economics, Montague Burton Professor 706
Industrial Systems, Manufacture, and Management, M.Phil. Degree 532
Infectious Disease Informatics, Professor 730
Infectious Diseases, Professor 719
Information and Communications, Professor 751
Information Engineering, Professors 716, 720, 723, 725, 744, 746
Information Services, University 677
Information Services Committee 134
Rules 135
University Software Policy 136
Information Systems and Innovation Studies, Professor 741
Infrastructure Geotechnics, Professor 751
Innate Immunity, Professor 745
Innate Immunity, Professor 745
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Innovation, Strategy, and Organization, M.Phil. Degree 532
Innovation and Organization, Professor 746
Inorganic Chemistry, Professor 739
Integrated Photonic and Electronic Systems, M.Res. Degree 104
Intellectual History, Professor 748
Intellectual Property Law
Lectureship Fund (Herchel Smith) 767, 971
Professor (Herchel Smith) 715
Intellectual Property Rights 1057
adjudication and appeal 1062
administration of provisions 1060
University Technology Referees 1062
Interdisciplinary Design, Professor 751
Interdisciplinary Design for the Built Environment, M.St. Degree 561
Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities Fund 870
Intermit, leave to 244
International Commercial Tax, Berwin Leighton Paisner Prize 788
International Education, Professor 744
International Finance, Pembroke Visiting Professor 737
International History, Professor 723
International Law
Postgraduate Diploma 580
Professor (Whewell) 701
Professors 730, 753
Research Centre, Lauterpacht 637
International Law and International Constitutional Studies, M.St. Degree 561
International Relations
M.St. Degree 561
Professor (Sir Patrick Sheehy) 716
International Relations and Politics, M.Phil. Degree 533
Investment 4
Islamic Studies, HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of 659
Islamic Studies, Sheikh Zayed Fund 767, 1031
Italian, Serena Professor 705
Italian and Romance Linguistics, Professor 745
JJacksonian Professor of Natural Philosophy 701
James, David, Fund 870
Janeway Fund for Economics 870
Janeway Professor of Financial Economics 749
Japanese Studies
Fund 767, 871
Professor 712
Jawaharlal Nehru Professor of Indian Business and Enterprise 730
Jebb Fund 871
Studentships 872
Jerene Lake Fund and Prizes 40, 872
Jeremy Fund 700
Johns, C. H. W., Memorial Fund and Studentship 873
Joint Board, University and Assistants 121
Joint Committee on Development 132
Joint Negotiating Committees 121
Jones, Gareth, Prize 874
Jones, Humphrey Owen, Lectureship Fund 767
Jones Fund 874
Jowett Fund 874
Judge Business School 639
Judge Institute of Management 639
Judge Management Education Trust M.B.A. Prize for Management Analysis 874
Jurisprudence, Professor 750
K
Kahn, Richard, Fund 875
Kemthack Fund 875
Kaplanoff Fund 875
KAUST Fund for Biological Sciences 875
Kavli Institute Fund 876
Kawashima Lecturer 767
Kaye Fund and Prize 40, 876
Keeping, Thomas, Fund 877
Keidanren Fund 712
Keith, Alexander James, Fund and Studentships 877
Kennedy Professor of Latin 701
Keown, The Vincent and Brigid, Memorial Prize for Medical Law 878
Kermode Prize 878
Kerr, Hamilton, Institute 658
Kerr, Sir Hamilton, Trust Fund 878
Research Scientist Appeal Fund 878
Kettle’s Yard 662
Music Fund 879
Travel Fund 879
Keynes, J. M., Fellowships in Financial Economics 880
Keynes, Milo, Fund 881
Keynes Fund for Applied Economics 879
King, Nita, Research Scholarship 881
King Edward VII Professor of English Literature 78, 704
Kirkpatrick Fund 1067
Knight, J. T., Prizes 974
Knighbridge Professor of Philosophy 700
KPMG Professor of Management Studies 713
Kuwait Foundation Fund 882
Kuwait Professor of Number Theory and Algebra 719
Labour Law, Littleton Chambers Prize 892
Laing, Kirby, Fund 882
Laing, Kirby, Fund for Civil Engineering 883
Laing, Kirby, Graduate Studentship Fund 883
Laing O’Rourke Professor of Construction Engineering 739
Lake, Philip, Funds and Prizes 883
Lamb, Charles, Prize 884
Land Economy
Agricultural Economics Unit 635
Board 634
Department 634
Housing and Planning, Cambridge Centre 635
M.Phil. Degree 507
Professor 714
Trivops 366
supplementary regulations 368
Land Economy Research, M.Phil. Degree 533
Land Fund 1067
Langdon-Brown, Sir Walter, Prize 884
Language and Information, Professor 755
Language Centre 663
Language Teaching Officers 762
Laser Engineering, Professor 744
Latham Pension Fund 144
Latin, Kennedy Professor 701
Latin American Geography, Professor 743
Latin Literature, Professor 751
Latin-American Literature, Professor 740
Latin-American Studies
M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 533
by dissertation 508
Professor (Simón Bolívar) 78, 710
Laurence, Sir Percival Mafland, Funds 885
Laurence Professor of Ancient Philosophy 706
Laurence Professor of Classical Archaeology 706
Lauterpacht, Hersch, Fund 886
Lauterpacht Research Centre for International Law 637
Law
Bachelor of, redesignation 178
Corporate Law
Master of 470
Professor (S. J. Berwin) 714
Reader 760
Doctor of 474
Examination in Law for European Students 373
Law—continued

Master of 471
LL.M. Degree 474
LL.M. Examination 471
Professors 711, 730
Tripos 370

Law and Environmental Policy, Harold Samuel Professor 744

Law and Legal History, Professor 743
Law and Public Policy, Professor 750
Law Endowment Fund 886
Law of Real Property, Professor 748
Law Prize Fund, Perreau-Saussine de Ezcurra, Dr Amanda 929

Laws of England, Downing Professor 701
Le Bas Fund, Prize, and Studentship 37, 886
Leave, sabbatical 71–72, 685
Leave of absence 16, 685–687
family related 684
payment of pension contributions 686
sick leave 684
study leave for certain officers 687

Lectors in Languages 763

Lecturers
Affiliated 766
Associate 21, 90, 761
Clinical 90, 761
University 21, 88
University Senior 21, 88, 760
Lecturers, University 21, 88
amounts of teaching 88
Selection Committees 88
stipends 89
terms of appointment 88
Lectures, admission to, by special leave 163
Lee, Dr S. T., Public Policy Lecture Fund 887
Lee, Jerry, Fund for Experimental Criminology 887
Legal and Political Philosophy, Professor 723
Legal Science, Arthur Goodhart Visiting Professor 78, 711
Legal Studies, Postgraduate Diploma 580
LEGO Professor of Play in Education, Development, and Learning 749
Leigh, Kennedy, Fund for Modern Hebrew 767, 888

Letters
Doctor of 552
Master of 499
Leukemia Stem Cell Biology, Professor 752
Leventis, A. G., Professor of Greek Culture 733
Leverhulme Professor in Human Evolution 724
Leverton Harris Fund 886
Lewin Memorial Fund 889
Lewin Prize Fund 889
Lewis, William Vaughan, Prizes 890
Lewis-Gibson Lecturer 768
Li Ka Shing Professor of Oncology 731
Librarian, University 20, 75
Librarians, Faculty and Departmental 763
Libraries, Faculty and Departmental 670
Library, University
affiliated libraries 665, 670
borrowing 668–669
opening and closing 668
staff 666
Syndicate 75, 665
Medical Library Policy Advisory Group 666
Sub-syndicates 666
Library Acquisitions Fund, William Mills 910
Library Endowment Fund 890
Lightfoot, Dr, Scholarships and Prize 890
Linguistics
Professor 719
Tripos 374
supplementary regulation 376
Linguistics and Philosophy of Language, Professor 738
Linnett, John Wilfrid, Visiting Professor of Chemistry 78, 715
Lipton, Peter, Fund 891
Lipton, Peter, Lectureship Fund 891
Littleton Chambers Prize for Labour Law 892
Living, Electors to 119
Loan Funds I and II 1067
Local Examinations Syndicate 125
Loewe, Michael, Fund for Classical and Literary Chinese Studies 892
Logic, Professor 740
Logic and Algorithms, Professor 735
London Students Hardship Fund 893
Long, George, Fund and Prizes 38, 893
Long Vacation 174
courses 174
Longson Trust Fund 893
Lopez-Rey, Manuel, Funds 893
Low, Matt, Fund 894
Lowndean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry 42, 701
Lucas, Hedley, Fund 894
Lucasian Professor of Mathematics 700
Lundgren Fund 894

M

M.A. Degree 14, 439
M.A. Status 172
M.A.St. Degree 446
M.Acc. Degree 445
M.B.A. Degree 448
M.C.L. Degree 470
M.Chir.
Committee 491
Degree 491
Distinction Prize 905
review of results 493
M.Ed. Degree 462
M.Eng. Degree 466
M.Phil. Degree 469
M.Litt. Degree 499
M.Math. Degree 475
M.Mus. Degree 496
M.Phil. Degree 499
by advanced study 509
by dissertation 499
general regulation 509
M.Res. Degree 546
M.Sc. Degree 499
M.Sci. Degree 498
M.St. Degree 553
Maccoll, Norman, Lectureship 896
MacCurdy Library Fund 896
Machine Learning
DeepMind Fund 824
Professor 749
Professor (DeepMind) 729
Machine Learning and Machine Intelligence, M.Phil. Degree 534
Macpherson, Alassair Charles, Fund 898
Macromonomics, Professors 732, 754
Macromolecular Materials Science, Professor 755
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Professor 755
Maintenance Grants in Engineering Fund 898
Matiland, Frederic William, Memorial Fund 898
Matiland, Peregrine, Fund and Studentship 37, 899
Mammalian Development and Stem Cell Biology, Professor 738
Management
Judge Institute 639
M.Phil. Degree 534
Management Accounting, Professor 749
Management Analysis, Judge Management Education Trust
M.B.A. Prize 874
Management Studies
M.Res. Degree 550
Professor 740
Professor (Beckwith) 716
Professor (Diageo) 714
INDEX

Management Studies—continued
Professor (KPMG) 713
Tripos 576
supplementary regulations 377
Management Studies in Engineering Fund 899
Management Studies Project Prize 899
Mann, Elizabeth, Fund 900
Manufacturing, M.St. Degree 562
Manufacturing Engineering
Professor 709
Tripos 378
supplementary regulations 379
Marconi Professor of Communications Systems 720
Margaret, Lady
Preacher 37, 900
Professor of Divinity 700
Marine Biological Association 142
Marine Biology, Claire Barnes Fund 783
Marketing, Strategy, and Innovation, Sandra Dawson
Visiting Professor 722
Marks, John, and Mulberry Trust Fund 900
Marks & Spencer Professor of Farm Animal Health, Food
Science, and Food Safety 716
Marlay Curator 76
Marlay Fund 629
Martin, Kingsley, Memorial Fund 902
Mayhew Prize 904
Maynard & Betham Fund 791
McArthur, Ellen, Fund 44, 895
McClean Fund 618
McCrivick Fund 800
McDonald, D. M.
Grants and Awards Fund 896
Trust Fund 633
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research 631
McDonald Professor of Paleoproteomics 756
McLatchie Fund 897
McNair, Arnold, Scholarship Fund 897
Measures, Ethel, Fellowship 905
Mechanical Engineering, Professors 715, 717, 730, 746
Mechanics of Materials, Professors 717, 719
Media and Culture, Professor 756
Medical and Veterinary Sciences Tripos 382
supplementary regulations 385
Medical Boards 26, 206
Medical Education, Director 623
Medical Education Committee 136
Medical Genetics, Professors 717, 731
Medical Genetics and Genomic Medicine, Professor 742
Medical Genetics and Neurodevelopment, Professor 750
Medical Law, The Vincent and Brigid Keown Memorial
Prize for 878
Medical Libraries Fund 905
Medical Oncology, Professor 726
Medical Physics, Professor 725
Medical Science
Doctor of 490
M.Phil. Degree 508
M.Res. Degree 551
Medical Sciences Tripos 386
supplementary regulations 389
Medical Students Register 619, 623
Medicinal Chemistry
Fellowship and Studentship Fund (Hercel Smith) 972
Lectureships Fund (Hercel Smith) 767, 972
Professor (Hercel Smith) 712
Medicines
Clinical Medicine
Associate Clinical Sub-Dean 623
Clinical Sub-Deans 624
Faculty 623
Faculty Board 623
fitness to practise procedures 222
General Practice, Directors and Assistant
Directors of Studies 624
Medical Education, Director of 623
Postgraduate Certificate 597
procedures to determine progress of students 238
Regional Clinical Sub-Dean 623
Regional Postgraduate Dean 624
register of students 623
Senior Clinical Tutors 623
clinical responsibility 624, 692
degrees
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery
Curriculum Regulations 475
New Curriculum Regulations 475
special regulations for conferment 482
supplementary regulations 481
Doctor of Medical Science 490
Doctor of Medicine 484
special regulations 487
M.Phil. (Medical Science) 508
M.Res. (Medical Science) 551
M.St. (Clinical Medicine) 557
Master of Surgery 491
Medicine—continued

examinations

appointment of examiners 480

M.Phil. Degree 357

M.Chir., review of results 493

Second M.B. 477

approved courses 478, 481

exemption 478

Fi doctors, appeal process 238

M.Chir. Committee 491

M.D. Committee 484

Professors 709, 713, 738

Medieval and Renaissance English, Professor 709

Medieval and Renaissance Literature, M.Phil. Degree 535

Medieval French and Occitan, Professor 742

Medieval French Literature, Professor 731

Medieval History

M.Phil. Degree 535

Professor 708

Medieval Music, Professor 727

Medieval Music and Literature, Professor 740

Medieval Scandinavian History Fund 45, 767, 906

Meetings

casting vote 69

failure to attend 13, 69

participation by telephone or other means 69

reserved business 70

Meetings and public gatherings, code of practice 197

Mellon, Paul, Discretionary Fund 907

Mellon, Paul, Fund 907

Mellon, Paul, Professor of American History 712

Mellon Fellowship Fund 906

Melville Laboratory for Polymer Synthesis 673

Members’ Classics Fund 907

Members’ English Fund 908

Members’ History Fund 909

Mere’s Commemoration 188

Merz, Charles Hesterman, Fund 909

Metabolic Medicine, Professor 724

Metabolism and Medicine, Professor 741

Metabolism and Nutrition, Professor 751

Metallurgy, Tata Steel Professor 734

Metamorphic Petrology, Professor 750

Micro- and Nanotechnology Enterprise, M.Phil. Degree 535

Microbial Pathogenesis, GlaxoSmithKline Professor 714

Microbiology, Professor 721

Microstructure Engineering, Professor 755

Microsystems Technology, Professor 753

Middlebrook, Diane, and Carl Djerassi Visiting Professor

Molecular Imaging Chemistry, Professor 748

Molecular Medicine and Stem Cell Genomics, Professor 754

Molecular Metabolism, Professor 754

Molecular Microbiology, Professor 716

Molecular Modelling, Professor 753

Molecular Neurobiology, Professor 731

Molecular Neurogenetics, Professor 727

Molecular Neurology, Professor 731

Molecular Nutrition and Metabolism, Professor 735

Molecular Pathology, Professor 734

Molecular Physiology and Pathology, Professor 740

Molecular Sciences Informatics, Unilever Professor 718

Molecular Virology, Professor 727

Molteno, P. A., Fund 912

Mond, Francis, Professor of Aeronautical Engineering 705

Mond Laboratory Endowment Fund 912

Morgan Professor of Conservation and Development 730

Morbid Anatomy and Histopathology, Professor 715

Mordell Lectureship Fund 912

Morgan, Morien, Prize 912

Morrell Fund and Lectureship 912

Morris, Roger, Prizes in Medicine and Surgery 913

Mortensen, Brita, Fund 913

Mosley, Mary Euphrasia, Fund 913

Motor vehicles 196

Mott, Nevill, Prizes (BP) 779

Mott Fund for Physics of the Environment 914

Mott Publication Fund 914

MRC Professors

Cognitive Brain Sciences 755

Toxicology 756

MRC Research Professors

Biostatistics 742

Cognitive Psychology 739

Epidemiology 744

Mitochondrial Medicine 744

Multi-Disciplinary Gender Studies, M.Phil. Degree 537

Mulvey, Thomas, Egyptology Fund 914

Munby Fund and Fellowship 915

Munn-Rankin, Margaret, Fund for Assyriology 915

Musgrave, Edith Mary Pratt, Fund 916

Music

Bachelor of 495

Doctor of 497

M.Phil. Degree 537

Master of 496

Professor 700

Tripos 403

Music and Science, Professor 740

Music History, Professor 747

Music Theory and Analysis, Professor 749

Musical Performance Studies, Professor 735

Myers, Walter, Fund 916

N

Nanochemistry, Professor 719, 741, 753

Napier, W. F., Fund 916

Napier Shaw Fund 917

National Health Service, Advisory Appointments

Committees 143
Natural Philosophy, Jacksonian Professor 701
Natural Sciences, Master of 498
Natural Sciences Tripos 405
Committee of Management 138
Preliminary Examinations 263
supplementary regulations 418
Needham, Joseph, Professor of Chinese History, Science, and Civilization 709
Nehru, Jawaharlal, Professor of Indian Business and Enterprise 730
Nehru, Jawaharlal, Visiting Professor 712
Nelson, Sir George, Prize in Applied Mechanics 917
Nephrology, Professor 727
Neurobiology, Professor 735
Neuroimmunology, Genzyme Professor 749
Neurological Genetics, Professor 743
Neurology, Professor 713
Neuroradiology, Professor 733
Neurorehabilitation, Professor 746
Newall Observatory 617
Newton, Isaac
Fund and Studentships 39, 917
Institute for Mathematical Sciences 671
Institute Fund 919
Newton Library 645
N. Mau-sang, Prize 919
NHS Trusts 143
NHSBT Professor of Donor Health 755
Nicholson, R. A., Fund and Prizes 44, 919
Noble, Ralph, Prizes 919
Nock, A. D., Fund 920
Nominating Committee for external members of the Council 113
Nomination Board 103
Nonlinear Mathematical Science, Professors 719, 753
Norman, Richard, Scholarship Fund 920
Norris-Hulse Professor of Divinity 701
Norris, Ronald, Fund 927
Norrisian Fund and Prize 37, 920
North Carolina State University Fund 921
Norton, Sara, Prizes 921
Norton Rose Fullbright Prize in Commercial Law 922
Nuclear Energy, M.Phil. Degree 538
Nuclear Medicine, Professor 733
Number Theory and Algebra, Kuwait Professor 719
Observational Cosmology and Astrophysics, Professor 732
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Professors 711, 719
Occupational Physician, Consultant 645
Old Age Psychiatry, Professor 737
Oldham, Charles, Scholarships 922
Oncological Imaging, Professor 753
Oncological Pathology, Professor 720
Oncology, Li Ka Shing Professor 731
Ong, Michelle, History Undergraduate Travel Fund 923
Operations Management, Readers 760
Operations Research, Professor 732
Ophthalmology, Professor 736
Oppenheimer, Ernest, Fund 923
Oppenheimer, Jennifer Ward
Deep History and Archaeology of Africa Fund 1006
Professor of the Deep History and Archaeology of Africa 753, 1006
Orator 20, 697
Ord Travel Fund 924
Order of seniority of graduates 183
Orders
enacting, issuing, amending 5
power to issue 4
Ordinances
definition 12
enacting, issuing, amending 5
interpretation 12
power to enact 4
Organic Chemistry
Professor (Herchel Smith) 713
Professors 722, 753
Organisation Studies, Diageo Professor 755
Organist, University 699
Organizational Ethnography, Professor 752
Or, Robin, Lectureship 924
Orthopaedic Surgery, Professor 738
Oschinsky, Dorothea, Fund 924
Otology and Skull Base Surgery, Professor 751
Paediatric Epidemiology, Professor 754
Paediatric Fund and Prizes 925
Paediatrics, Professor 712
Paine, Storj, Fund 926
Paleoproteomics, McDonald Professor 756
Parke-Davis Exchange Fellowship Fund 926
Parry, Clive, International Law Prize Fund 926
Parry, Tesni, Memorial Fund 927
Passingham Fund and Prize 927
Pathology
Bluegnome Molecular Genetic Fund 790
Department of, Centenary Fund and Studentship 927
Endowment Fund 928
Professor 702
Pathology Prizes 928
Pathophysiology, Professor 754
Payments additional to stipend 691
Payments to Examiners
Honours Examinations, etc. 254
Master’s Degree 256
Pembroke Visiting Professor of International Finance 737
Pension Fund II 1068
Pensions and Pension Schemes 143
Perceval Fund 928
Perinatal Physiology, Professor 723
Perkins, Michael, Fund 928
Perreau-Saussine de Ezcurra, Dr Amanda, Law Prize Fund 929
Persian History, Professor 733
Persian Studies, Ali Reza and Mohamed Soudavar Fund 976
PET Scientific Services 626
Petroleum Science, BP Professor 718
Petrology, Professor 746
Ph.D. Degree 499, 503
Philosophical Magazine Fund 930
Philosophical Theology, Professor 735
Philosophy
Doctor of 499
special regulations 503
M.Phil. Degree 539
Master of
by advanced study
general regulations 509
special regulations 513
by dissertation
 general regulations 499, 509
special regulations 505
residence for the Degree 509
Professor (Bertrand Russell) 702
Professor (Knightsbridge) 700
Professors 743–744
Tripos 419
Philosophy Graduate Students Fund 930
Philosophy of Life Sciences, Hatton, Fund 858
Philosophy of Religion
Professor 753
Stanton Fund and Lectureship 38, 979

Philosophy of Science, Professor 746

Phonetics, Professor 725

Photonic Engineering, Professor 746

Photonic Systems and Displays, Professor 737

Photons, Professor 723

Photosynthesis, Professor 747

Physic, Regius Professor 700

Physical Chemistry, Professor 705

Physical Chemistry and Biophysics, Professor 750

Physical Geography, Professor 719

Physical Metallurgy, Professor 719

Physical Sciences
M.Res. Degree 551
School 602

Physics
Avik Chakravarty Memorial Fund 805
M.A.St. Degree 448
M.Phil. Degree 508
Professor (Cavendish) 702
Professor (Herchel Smith) 725
Professors 709, 727, 729, 735, 748, 751
Readerships 760

Physics of Materials, John Humphrey Plummer Professor 707

Physics of Medicine, Raymond and Beverly Sackler Fund 953

Physics of Sustainability, Winton Fund 1020

Physiology
Professor 702

University Physiologist 642

Physiology, Development, and Neuroscience, Department 642

Physiology of Reproduction, Mary Marshall and Arthur Walton Professor 710

Pigott Fund for Graduate Studentships in Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences 931

Pipe, Alexander, Fund 931

Pinsent-Darwin Fund and Studentship 932

Pitt Fund and Scholarship 34, 784

Pitt-Rivers, George, Professor of Archaeological Science 714

Plagiarism 194

Planning, Growth, and Regeneration, M.Phil. Degree 539

Plant and Microbial Biochemistry, Professor 727

Plant Biochemistry, Professor 731

Plant Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Professor 738

Plant Development, Professors 739

Plant Ecology, Professor 719

Plant Sciences, Herbarium 642

Plant Systematics and Evolution, Professor 723

Play in Education, Development, and Learning, LEGO Professor 749

Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy 700

Plummer, John Humphrey Foundation 707

Professors 78, 707

Poetry and Poetics, Gerley Patt Professor 733

Polar Studies, M.Phil. Degree 540

Polish Endowment Fund for Polish Studies 933

Political Economy, Professors 701, 752, 754

Political Thought, John Robert Seeley Lectureship 961

Political Thought and Intellectual History, M.Phil. Degree 540

Politics
Professor 742

Professors and Professorships 21, 77, 699

Professorial Fellowships 100

Private International Law, Professor 741

Probability, Professor 750

Processions 184

Proctors and Pro-Proctors 19, 696

Professor 731

Proctor Prize Fund 938

Prince Philip Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 731

Prince Philip Professor of Technology 721

Prince Philip Scholarships Fund 929

Prior, Edward S., Fund 939

Private International Law, Professor 741

Probate, University
accounts 53
post-holders designated as University officers 53
property of 53
Seal 53, 127
Syndicate 53, 126

Annual Report 53

Pressland, A. J., Fund 936

Press, University

Pretty, Gwynaeth, Research Fund and Studentship 937

PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in Economics 938

Primary Care Research
M.Phil. Degree 540

Professor 731

Prehistoric Europe and Heritage Studies, Professor 750

Preclinical and Clinical Medical and Veterinary Students, procedures to determine progress 238

Prehistory

Biodiversity and Conservation, Professor 702

Fossil Evidence and Biogeography, Professor 719

Frocester, Michael, Fund 938

Froster, Sir Michael, Fund 938

Fry, David, Fund 938

Psychiatry, Professors 718–719

Psychological and Behavioural Sciences Tripos 422

Public Health
Institute 625

M.Phil. Degree 540

Polymeric Materials Chemistry and Physics
Professor 740

Pope, Ronald, Memorial Fund 934

Population and Health, Nutrition, Professor 754

Porson Fund, Prize, and Scholarship 34, 784, 935

Porter, Hary, Footlights Fund 935

Portuguese Literature and Culture, Professor 735

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Scientific Services 626

Postgraduate Study, Certificates of 583

Preparatory Action 98

Precincts, University 13, 175

Preclinical and Clinical Medical and Veterinary Students, procedures to determine progress 238

Prehistoric Europe and Heritage Studies, Professor 750

Preliminary Examinations 264

Prendergast Fund and Studentship 39, 936

Press, University

accounts 53
post-holders designated as University officers 53
property of 53
Seal 53, 127
Syndicate 53, 126

Annual Report 53

Pressland, A. J., Fund 936

Pretty, Gwynaeth, Research Fund and Studentship 937

PricewaterhouseCoopers Prize in Economics 938

Primary Care Research
M.Phil. Degree 540

Professor 731

Prince Consort Prize Fund 938

Prince Philip Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 731

Prince Philip Professor of Technology 721

Prince Philip Scholarships Fund 929

Prior, Edward S., Fund 939

Private International Law, Professor 741

Pro-Vice-Chancellors 19, 695

Probability, Professor 750

Processions 184

Proctors, deputy 74

Proctors and Pro-Proctors 19, 696

cycle for nomination 19, 74–75

election 74

vacant office 19

Professors 78, 707

Professors and Professorships 21, 77, 699

assignment 77

Board of Electors 78

age-limits 79

elections 78

Electors’ expenses 759

eminent 679

endowed 41

establishment 77

honorary 679

Regius 21, 78

reports on teaching 679

stipends 77

vacancies 77, 80

visiting 78, 700

Psychiatry, Professors 721

Psychological and Behavioural Sciences Tripos 422

Preliminary Examination 264

Psychology, Professor 732

Psychology in the Social Sciences, Professor 719

Public Health

1120 STATUTES AND ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Public Health, Cambridge University Medical School
Charitable Fund for 801
Public Health Medicine, Professor 719
Public Innovation, Dr John C. Taylor Professor 753
Public Law
Professor 750
Professor (Sir David Williams) 751
Fund 1014
Public Law and Jurisprudence, Professor 724
Public Policy
Bennett Funds 787
Bennett Institute 787
M.Phil. Degree 541
Professor 751
Professor (Bennett) 753
Public Understanding of Risk
Winton Fund for the 1022
Winton Professor 730
Publication 12
Pugh, L. P., Medal 940
Pure Mathematics
Professor (Herchel Smith) 724
Professor (Sadleirian) 701
Readership 760
Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics, Readership 760
Putt, Gorley, Fund and Lectureship 940
Putt, Gorley, Professor of Poetry and Poetics 733
Qualcomm European Research Studentship Fund in Technology 940
Quantitative Sociology, Reader 760
Quantum Electronics, Professor 746
Quantum Physics
Professor (Leigh Trapnell) 722
Readership 760
Quantum Envelope Equalization Fund 1068
Quintiles Health Management Fund 717
Quorum 13, 69
Ra Jong-Yil Fund 942
Rabbinics Fund 942
Radio Astronomy, Professor 739
Radiology, Professor 711
Radzinowicz, Sir Leon
Criminological Fund 942
Visiting Fellowship 943
Ramsay, J. Arthur, Fund 943
Ramsden Sermon 188
Ramsay, Frank, Professor of Economics 709
RAND Professor of Health Services Research 733
Randolph, Barnard, Fund 988
Rank Professor of Engineering 710
Rapson Fund and Scholarship 943
Rauing, Hans, Fund 944
Rauing, Hans, Professor of History and Philosophy of Science 717
Rauing, Sigrid, Professor of Social Anthropology 728
Rauing Fund for History and Philosophy of Science 944
Rawlinson Fund 945
Rayleigh Prize, 19
Rayleigh Prizes 40
Rayleigh Knight Prizes 974
Readers and Readerships 21, 87
Real Estate, M.St. Degree 562
Real Estate and Housing Finance, Reader 760
Real Estate Finance
M.Phil. Degree 541
Professor (Grosvener) 718
Reckitt, Albert, Fund 945
Recruitment Key Principles 89
Rede, Sir Robert, Lectureship 36, 945
Redhead, Jennifer, Prize 945
Redundancy 23, 24
Redundancy Committee 23
Reformation History, Professor 751
Regenerative Medicine, Professor 750
Regent House 5
age-limits 6
conduct of business 65
Graces and Congregations 5, 65, 105
memorandum 5, 104
powers 5
Roll 5, 104
objections 104
promulgate 5, 104
Regional Postgraduate Dean 624
Registered student, definition 12
Regatry 20
Regius Professorships 21, 78
Reitlinger, Henry, Fund 945
Reporter 12, 65, 103
Reports 5, 65
Annual 119
signature of 13
Representation Theory, Professor 730
Reproductive Biology, Professor 743
Reproductive Physiology, Professor 735
Research
Assistant Directors of 761
Master of 546
Senior Assistants in 761
Research Ethics Committee, University 675
Research in University laboratories, approval of use by outside bodies 165
Research Maintenance Grants Fund 1068
Research Students Amenities Fund 946
Research Theory and Practice in English (Engineering or Business Management), Advanced Diploma 581
Residence 13, 175
for the Degree of Master of Philosophy 509
University officers 679
Residences, official 694
Resident (Clinical Veterinary Medicine) 643
Resignation of membership
Senate 3
University 168
Respiratory Biology, Professor 718
Respiratory Medicine
Professor 717
Reader 760
Respiratory Science, Professor 749
Retiring age, University officers 74
Review of decisions of University bodies, Procedure 216
Rheumatology
Professor (ARUK) 756
Fund 777
RIBA (Anderson and Webb) Scholarship for Architecture 942
Ricardo Prize 946
Richards, David, Fund and Travel Scholarships 947
Richards Fund 946
Ridgeway-Venn Travel Fund 947
Hitch-Ginsburg Fund 948
Rivers Lectureship in Social Anthropology 948
RNA Molecular Biology, Professor 729
RNA Virology, Professor 754
Roberts, A. W. Rymer, Fund 948
Roberts, B. B., Fund 949
Roberts, D. W., Prize Fund 949
Rose, Holland, Studentship 949
Rose Book-Collecting Prize 949
Ross, Archibald Douglas, Fund 951
Roth, Henry Ling, Research Fund 951
Rothschild, Miriam, Professor of Conservation Biology 728
Rothschild, N. M., & Sons, Professor of Mathematical Sciences 720
Rothschild Visiting Professors 672
Rouse Ball Lectureship 951
Rouse Ball Library Fund 951
Rouse Ball Professor of English Law 706
Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics 706
Royal Aeronautical Society Prize in Aeronautics 951
Royal Commonwealth Society Library 815
Royal Society Naper Research Professor of Cancer Biology 721
Royal Society Research Professor of Earth Sciences 744
Royal Society Research Professor of Molecular Cancer Biology 747
Rural Economy, Professor 728
Russell, Bertrand, Professor of Philosophy 702
Russian and East European Studies, Cambridge Committee for 139
Rustat Fund 36
Rustication 95
Rylands, Betha Wolfertan, Prize 952
Rylands, G. H. W., Fund 952

Sabbatical leave 71–72, 685
Sackler, Raymon and Beverly, Benefactions 952
Sackler, Raymon and Beverly, Endowment Fund 953
Sackler Distinguished Lectures Fund 953
Sackler Fund for Astronomy 952
Sackler Fund for Medical Sciences 952
Sackler, Raymon and Beverly, Fund for the Physics of Medicine 953
Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics 701
Safety, Consultative Committee for 139
Sainsbury Laboratory 674
Professors 739
Salary scale 689
Salisbury, F. S., Fund 954
Samuel, Harold, Professor of Law and Environmental Policy 744
Samuel, Harold, Studentships 954
Sandars Readership in Bibliography 759, 954
Sanger, Dr F., Fund 955
Sanger, Harold, Studentships 954
Sander, N., Fund 956
Sander, R., Fund 956
Sandals, Fund 956
Sandalian Professor of Pure Mathematics 701
Safety, Consultative Committee for 139
Sainsbury Laboratory 674
Professors 739
Salary scale 689
Salisbury, F. S., Fund 954
Samuel, Harold, Professor of Law and Environmental Policy 744
Samuel, Harold, Studentships 954
Sandars Readership in Bibliography 759, 954
Sanglier, Dr F., Fund 955
Sangster, Robert, Professor of Computer Science 717
Scandinavian Studies Endowment Fund 956
Scandinavian Studies Fund 956
Schiff, George and Lilian, Studentships 957
Schlumberger Complex Physical Systems Endowment Fund 958
Schlumberger Professor of Complex Physical Systems 718
Schloegfeld Fund and Prizes 40, 958
Scholl, Dr William M., Lectureship Fund 767, 958
Schools, composition of 68
Schools and Councils of the Schools 8, 599
Heads of Schools 8
Schroeder Professor of German 704
Schröders Book Fund for Japanese Studies 959
Science
Doctor of 552
Master of 499
Science Education, Professor 750
Scientific Computing, M.Phil. Degree 542
Scott, A. W., Fund 959
Scott, Captain, Fund 959
Scott Polar Research Institute 650
Endowment Funds 651
Scott Polar Scholarship Fund 959
Scrutiny, Board of 9, 114
election of members 114
Seals, University 5, 165
Seatonian Fund and Prize 35, 960
Secretaries and Superintendents of Faculties, Departments, etc. 764
Security and Privacy, Professor 755
Security Engineering, Professor 724
Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences 628
Sedgwick Prize 960
Sedgwick Rough Fund 961
Seeley, John Robert, Lectureship in Political Thought 961
Seeley Medal 961
Select Preachers Syndicate 127
Selection Committees 88–90, 678, 682
constitution 89
decisions 89
publication of memberships 90
quorum 89
Semiconductor Engineering, Professor 735
Semiitic Philology, Edward Ullendorff, Lecture Fund 997
Senate
ballots 109
Graces 109
memship of 3
resignation from 3
Senate-House Syndicate 128
Senior Academic Promotions 2018, Professorships 756–758
Senior Assistants in Research 761
Senior Language Teaching Officers 762
Senior Lecturers, University 21, 88, 760
amounts of teaching 88
Selection Committees 88
stipends 89
terms of appointment 88
Seniority of graduates, order 183
Sensor Technologies and Applications, M.Res. Degree 551
Septemviri 28, 93–96, 207
quorum 93–94
Seraphim, Alkins, Memorial Lecture 961
Serena Professor of Italian 705
Sermons 13, 127, 188
select professors 127
Seven Pillars Studentship Fund 962
Sixton, David, Fund 962
Sheeby, Sir Patrick, Professor of International Relations 716
Sheepshanks Benefaction Fund 618
Sheild, Marmaduke, Fund and Scholarship 963
Sheild Professor of Pharmacology 709
Shell Fund for Chemical Engineering 964
Shell Professor of Chemical Engineering 708
Shore Fund for Language Teaching 964
Short, Kathleen Madge, Cancer Fund 964
Sedgwick Memorial Fund 767
Simpson, Norman Douglas, Memorial Fund 965
Sims Fund and Scholarship 965
Sindall, Morgan, Prize 967
Singh, Manmohan, Bursary Fund 967
Single Transferable Vote Regulations 115
Sinly Professor of Chinese Management 717
Sisney Fund 967
Sites and Buildings Regulations 1045
committees 1046
definitions and guidance 1055
Expenditure Approvals 1051
Specific Operational Approvals 1052
Skinner, Quentin, Prize Fund 967
Slade Professor of Fine Art 78, 701
Slater, Charles, Fund 968
Slater, Eliot, Prize in Psychiatry 968
Slaughter and May Prize 968
Slavonic Studies, Professor 710
Small Animal Medicine, Professor 733
Small Animal Surgery, Professor 709
Smart, Frank, Prizes 969
Stedliment in Botany 969
Smith, Adam, Prize Endowment Fund 970
Smith, Adam, Professor of Corporate Governance 720
Smith, Herbert, Prize in the Conflict of Laws 970
Smith, Herchel, Fellowship Fund 970
Smith, Herchel, Laboratory of Medicinal Chemistry Fund 971
Smith, Herchel, Lectureship in Intellectual Property Law Fund 767, 971
Smith, Herchel, Lectureships in Medicinal Chemistry Fund 972
Smith, Herchel, Medicinal Chemistry Fellowship and Studentship Fund 972
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Biochemistry 726
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Intellectual Property Law 767, 971
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Medicinal Chemistry 712
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Molecular Biology 728
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Molecular Genetics 725
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Organic Chemistry 713
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Physics 725
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Pure Mathematics 724
Smith, Herchel, Research Studentship and Research Fellowship Fund 972
Smith, Sheila Joan, Professor of Immunology 712
Smith Fund and Smith’s Prizes 40, 974
Smuts Memorial Fund 975
Social and Developmental Psychology, M.Phil. Degree 542
M.Res. Degree 552
Snelson, Sir Edward, Fund 975
Social Anthropology M.Phil. Degree 542
M.Res. Degree 552
Professor 748
Professor (Sigrid Rausing) 728
Professor (William Wyse) 708
Reader 760
Social Innovation, M.St. Degree 562
Social Theory, Professor 745
Societies, Approved 47, 1100
Societies and Clubs 197
Societies Syndicate 128
Technical Committee 129
Sociology M.Phil. Degree 543
Professors 713, 721
Reader 760
Sociology and Political Economy, Professor 743
Soft Solids and Surfaces, Professor 751
Software Policy, University 136
Solar Physics Observatory 617
Solid Mechanics, Hibbitt Endowed Fund for 767, 863
Somers, Robert M., Prize 976
Soudavar, Ali Reza and Mohamed
Fund for Persian Studies 976
Lectureship Fund 767, 976
Spa¨rck Needham Fund 976
Soulby, D. E. B., Fund 976
South Asian History, Professor 748
Spanish, Professor 708
Spa¨rck Needham Fund 976
Special Ordinances 5
enacting, issuing, amending 5
interpretation 12
Spencer Fund 977
Sports Committee, University 141
Spratling, Ron, Fund 977
Squire, Rebecca Flower
Fund and Scholarships 44
Fund and Scholarships and Studentships 977
Squire, William Barclay, Fund 978
Squire Law Library Appeal Fund 977
Staff Childcare Committee 140
Staff Review and Development Scheme 147
Stanton Fund and Lectureship in the Philosophy of Religion 38, 979
Starbridge Lectureship Fund 767, 980
Statistical Laboratory 646
Statistical Science, Professor 716
Statistical Signal Processing, Professor 730
Statistics, Professor 742
Statistics in Biomedicine, Professor 734
Statistics, Professor 742
Statutes
commencement 12
declaration of meaning 11
interpretation 12
making, altering, repealing 5
repeal 12
Statutes and Ordinances
compliance with 10
invalid proceedings 11
Steel Theological Studentships 980
Stellar Evolution, Professor 752
Stem Cell Biology, Professor 729
Stem Cell Medicine, Professor 739
Stephen, Leslie, Lectureship 981
Stephen Hawking Trust Fund
Postdoctoral Fellowships 861
Studentships 861
Visiting Professorships 860
Stern's Prizes 981
Stewart of Rannoch, John, Funds and Scholarships 33
Greek and Latin 982
Hebrew 982
Sacred Music 983
Stipends and salaries 688, 691
additional payments for administrative responsibility 693
payments additional to 691
Stochastic Analysis, Professor 730
Stokes Lecturer 768
Storey, Graham, Fund 984
Strategic Planning Reserve Fund 1069
Strategy, Marketing, and Operations, M.Phil. Degree 543
Strategy and Innovation, Professor 751
Strauss Fund 984
Strickland Curator 644
Stroke Medicine, Professor 716
Student Complaint Procedure 209
Student harassment and sexual misconduct, Procedure 219
Student Housing Fund 1069
Student Union
Cambridge University 188
code of practice 191
Graduate Union 190
Students
cases of harassment and sexual misconduct 219
consideration of complaints and requests for review 208
precautionary action 98
Studies, Master of 553
Sub-departments 645
Directors 645
Sultan Qaboos Professor of Abrahamic Faiths and Shared Values 739
Superalloys, Professor 751
Superannuation Schemes 143
Superconducting Engineering, Professor 724
Supplicats 177
Supramolecular and Polymer Chemistry, Professor 750
Surface Science, Professor 755
Surgery
Bachelor of 475
Department of, Prize 985
Master of 491
Professor 716
Surgical Oncology, Professor 720
Sustainability Leadership
M.St. Degree 563
University of Cambridge Institute for 652
Sustainable Business
Postgraduate Certificate 598
Postgraduate Diploma 598
Sustainable Design, Professor 726
Sustainable Reaction Engineering, Professor 742
Sustainable Value Chains, Postgraduate Certificate 598
Sykes, Henry, Fund 818
Syndicates 9, 69, 118
Accommodation 123
Local Examinations 125
Press 126
Select Preachers 127
Societies 128
University Theatre 129
Synthetic and Chemical Biology, Professor 751
Synthetic Biology
Professor 749
Reader 760
Tata Steel Fund for Metallurgy 734
Tata Steel Professor of Metallurgy 734
Tax Law, Professor 748
Taylor, C. T., Fund and Studentships 985
Taylor, Dr John C.
Professor of Public Innovation 753
Professorship of Innovation Fund 986
Taylor, G. L. Professor of Fluid Mechanics 715
Teape Prize 986
Technical Officers 765
Senior 765
Technology
Professor (Prince Philip) 721
Qualcomm European Research Studentship Fund 940
School 602
Technology Policy, M.Phil. Degree 544
Tench, Richard, Fund 986
Tennant Fund and Studentship 986
Terms 13, 174
allowances 174
dates 174
definition 106
Full Term 13, 174
Thalmann Bequest 987
Thatcher, Margaret
Management Studies Fund 718
Professor of Enterprise Studies 718
Theatre, ADC 130
Theatre Syndicate, University 129
Theological Studies Fund 40, 987
Theology, Religion, and Philosophy of Religion
Advanced Diploma 582
M.Phil. Degree 544
Tripos 424
supplementary regulations 429
Theology for Ministry
Bachelor of 452
supplementary regulations 456
Committee of Management 627
Diploma 595
Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 544
by dissertation 509
Theoretical and Computational Physics, Professor 724
Theoretical Astrophysics, Professor 734
Theoretical Chemistry, Professors 726, 741, 746
Theoretical Computer Science, Professor 722
Theoretical Cosmology, Centre for 860
Theoretical Geophysics, Professor 713
Theoretical Mineral Physics, Professor 730
Theoretical Physics
Professor (John Humphrey Plummer) 707
Professors 718, 722, 724, 727, 732, 739, 741, 746, 755–756
Therapeutic Sciences, M.Phil. Degree 545
Therapeutics, Professor 745
Thermofluid Dynamics, Professor 751
Thirlwall Prize Fund 938
Thoday, J. M., Fund 988
Thomas, Henry Arthur, Fund, Studentship, Prizes, Travel Exhibitions, and Research Facilitation Fund 988
Thomson, Sir J. J., Fund 990
Tiaraks German Scholarship Fund 990
Tiaraks Prize 991
Titles of degrees, honoris causa 5
Todd, Alexander, Visiting Professor of Chemistry 78, 711
Toxicology, MRC Professor 756
Toynebe, Jocelyn, Library Fund 622
Transfusion Medicine, Professor 736
Translational Biomedical Research, M.Phil. Degree 545
Transplant Surgery, Professor 754
Transplantation, Professor 741
Trapnell, Leigh, Professor of Quantum Physics 722
Trend, J. B., Fund 991
Trevelyan, George Macaulay, Fund and Lectureship 992
Tribunal, University 28, 94, 97, 200
appointment of members 200
initiation of proceedings 199
rules of procedure 201
Trophoblast Research Fund 992
Trower, Nigel, Fund 994
Trusts, general provisions 31
Tudor Studentships in Financial Econometrics 994
Turner, H. A., Prize 995
Turner and Newall Fellowships 995
Tyrrwhit’s Hebrew Scholarships 995
Tyson Fund, Medal, and Prize 33, 966
U
UAC of Nigeria Travel Fund 996
Ukrainian Studies Endowment Fund 997
Ukrainian Studies Fund 997
Ullendorff, Edward, Semitic Philology Lecture Fund 997
Ultra Precision Engineering, M.Res. Degree 552
Undergraduate Admissions Committee 131
Unified Administrative Service 697
University Advocate and Deputies 21, 25, 97, 199, 697
University and Assistants Joint Board 121
University assistants 150
persons excluded from status of 150
University buildings 46
University Centre 676
General Manager 676
University Clinical Anatomist 642
University Clinical Veterinary Anatomist 642
University Combination Room 140
University Composition Fee 151
University Courts 28, 94, 97, 200
University Development and Alumni Relations 676
University Education Fund 1069
University Farm 677
University flexible working policy 147
University Funds, general regulations 1065
University Information Services 677
Director 677
University Lecturers 21, 88
University Marshal 144
University officers 16
additional payments for administrative responsibility 693
admission to office 73
age-limits 74
appointments 678
deputies for 17
dispensation from duties 72
duties 17
general regulations 678
leave of absence 16, 685
limitation 17
maternity leave 684
membership of Regent House 5
paternity leave 684
permission to undertake certain teaching 688
residence 74, 679
retiring age 74
statutory provisions 16
stipends 73, 688
tenure 73
termination of employment 679
University offices
concurrent tenure 17
vacancies 73
University Offices, staff (Unified Administrative Service) 697
University Organist 699
University Physiologist 642
University Press – see Press, University
University Senior Lecturers 21, 88, 760
University Sports Committee 141
University Theatre Syndicate 129
University Tribunal 28, 94, 97, 200
appointment of members 200
initiation of proceedings 199
rules of procedure 201
Urban and Regional Economics, Professor 727
Urban Design, Sir Arthur Marshall Visiting Professor 78, 736
Vacancies, casual 13, 69
Value Added Tax 163
Van Eck Professor of Engineering 721
Van Geest Foundation Fund 998
Van Geest Foundation Fund for Brain Repair and Neurosciences 998
Ver Heyden de Lancey Fund 999
Vergottis, George and Marie, Fund 999
Veterinary Diagnostic Pathology, Professor 734
Veterinary Education Committee 142
Veterinary Medicine
Bachelor of (Revised Regulations) 563
degrees 563
Department 643
Doctor of Old Regulations 571
Revised Regulations 574
examinations 569
Final Veterinary 565
Second Vet.M.B. 565
approved courses 570
supplementary regulations 570
fitness to practise procedures 230
processes to determine progress of students 238
School 643
University offices 643
Vet.M.B., Premedical requirements 569
Veterinary School 643
Veterinary Science, M.Phil. Degree 509
Veterinary Sciences Tripos 434
supplementary regulations 437
Veterinary Students Register 619, 643
Veterinary Surgeons, Royal College of, members 143
Vice-Chancellor 18, 695
admission 18, 695
appointment 18, 695
benefactions 695
deputies 18
duties and powers 18
removal from office 19
residence 695
returning officer at elections 118
Vice-Chancellor’s Endowment Fund 1000
Viral Pathogenesis, Professor 751
Virology, Professor 714
Visiting Professor of Architecture 78, 737
Volcanology, Professor 743
Voting
casting vote, election 13
casting vote, meeting 69, 119
Single Transferable Vote Regulations 115
W
Wace Medal 1000
Waddington Fund and Scholarship 34, 784
Wade, E. C. S., Prizes 1000
Wade, Sir William, Prize 1000
Wakefield Book Fund for Criminology 1001
Wakefield Fund and Scholarships 1001
Waldmann Fund 1001
Walker, John Lucas, Fund and Studentship 35, 1002
Walker, Nigel, Prize 942
Walker, Robert, Prize in Surgery 1004
Walker’s, Dr, Rentcharge Fund 791
Walfenbarg Prize 1004
Walston Fund 1005
Walston Studentship 1005
Walters Kundert
Next Generation Chemistry Fellowships Fund 1005
Outreach in Chemistry Fund 1006
Warnock, Peter, Fund 1007
Warr, George Charles Winter, Scholarship 1007
Watkins Fund 1067
Watson, Hugh, Fund and Assistant Curator 1007
Weis-Fogh, Hanne and Torkel, Fund 1006
Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Garrod Institute 653
West and North West Cambridge Estates Board 122
West Midlands Examinations Board Fund 1008
Whalley Prize 1009
Whewell Professor of International Law 38, 701
Whewell Trust Fund and Scholarships 38, 1009
Whipple, R. S., Fund 1010
Whipple Museum of the History of Science 631
Conservation Fund 1010
Whitby, Sir Lionel
Medal and Prize 1010
Memorial Fund 1011
Whitmore, Tim, Geography and Zoology Funds 1011
Whittington, H. B. and Dorothy A., Fund 1011
Whittle, Peter, Fund 1012
Whittle Lab Studentship Fund 1017
Williamson, Frederick, Memorial Fund 1016
Williamson, Raymond and Edith, Fund 1016
Wilson, Edward, Memorial Funds 1017
Wilson, Judith E., Fund 1018
Wilson-Barkworth Fund 1018
Wiltshire Prize 41, 1019
Winbolt, John, Prize 1019
Winchester Reading Prizes 1020
Winton Fund for the Physics of Sustainability 1020
Winton Fund for the Public Understanding of Risk 1022
Winton Professor of the Public Understanding of Risk 730
Wiseman, Neil, Fund 1023
Wishart Fund 1023
WMBF Fund 1008
Wolfe, Bernard, Health Neuroscience Fund 1023
Professor 725
Wolfson Fund for Industrial Co-operation 1024
Wolfson Professor of Criminology 709
Women 178
Wood, T. B., Prize 1024
Wood-Legh Prize 1024
Woodman, H. E., Fund and Prize 1024
Woodwardian Professor of Geology 701
Wordsworth Fund and Studentships 1025
World History, M.Phil. Degree 545
Wort, Donald, Funds 1026
Worts Fund 36
Worts Travelling Scholars Fund 1026
Wrenbury Scholarship Fund 1027
Wright Rogers Law Scholarships 1029
Wright Studentship 1028
Wyse, William, Professor of Social Anthropology 708
Y
Yarrow, Eric, Lectureship Fund 767
Yasuda Trust and Banking Company Fund 1029
Yardani, Ghulam, Essay Prize Fund 1030
Yorke Fund and Prizes 38, 1030
Youhotsky, Olga, Catherine Matthews, and Irene Gore Fund and Prize 1031
Young, Thomas, Medal 1031
Z
Zayed, Sheikh, Fund for Islamic Studies 767, 1031
Zoellner, Ursula, Professor of Cancer Research 717
Zoology Museum 644
Professors 701, 738
Tim Whitmore Fund 1011
Zoology Fund for Outstanding Contribution 1032